INNOVATION.
NOT DUPLICATION.™

WEAR SOLUTIONS

EFFICIENTLY PROCESSING ORE AND
AGGREGATES REQUIRES MORE THAN
TRIALLING A SINGLE SET OF LINERS
ON A SINGLE CRUSHER OR FINDING
THE SUPPLIER WITH THE LOWEST
COST PER KILOGRAM.
IT REQUIRES LOOKING AT THE WHOLE
COMMINUTION PLANT FROM THE
PRIMARY CRUSHER, CONE CRUSHERS,
GRINDING CIRCUIT AND ALL THE
WEAR COMPONENTS IN BETWEEN,
TO EFFECTIVELY EVALUATE THE TOTAL
COST OF OWNERSHIP OF YOUR
ASSETS.

While there will always be something to gain in improving
the performance of a single machine, the benefits of
developing liner management policies covering a full
circuit are often far greater. Because H-E Parts can supply
liners for all stages of the crushing process, compatibility
between crushing stages can be considered in more detail
to provide a more measurable total cost of ownership.
For example, there are limited gains from making a set of
secondary crusher liners last seven months when major
shutdowns occur every six. Similarly, increasing primary
crusher tonnage at the expense of crushed product size is
likely to have a negative effect on SAG mill performance.
H-E Parts approach is to look at the whole crushing
process from start to finish, and then consult with all
mine stakeholders to develop a solution that works for all
involved.
H-E Parts provides a full range of wear management
products covering the world’s largest gyratory crushers,
SAG and ball mills, jaw crushers, cone crushers, wear
materials and associated lifting devices. Complementing
our internal manufacturing capabilities, our supply
network consists of some of the best manufacturers in
the world, giving users full confidence that H-E Parts wear
products will last first time, every time.
By incorporating existing or desired operating and
maintenance regimes for the crusher or plant, with the
specific characteristics of the ore being crushed and the
financial constraints placed on the business, H-E Parts is
able to assist its customers in determining their most costeffective liner management policy.

CME™ CRUSHER LINERS
H-E Parts has built a reputation on the reliability and performance of its CME™ range of manganese crusher liners, which are designed
to be fully compatible with H-E Parts variety of lifting devices that ensure safety and efficiency are achieved in all service functions.
This reputation carries on to H-E Parts flagship MnElite™ grade of manganese wear products, which typically result in a 35%
improvement over lower grades of materials. While this alone is an impressive achievement, it is only a starting point as H-E Parts
can normally achieve improvements well beyond a simple extension in liner life - whatever the grade of manganese.
H-E Parts liner development program provides customers with application-specific performance at the lowest total operating cost
by matching the optimum profile with the most appropriate grade of manganese steel chosen from one of the following ranges:

MNELITE
H-E Parts range of 20-24% manganese steels; the hard-wearing long-life product that is the current benchmark for high performance
wear products.

MNPREMIUM
H-E Parts range of 18% manganese steels that provide a balance between product life and overall cost and is differentiated from the
MnStandard™ range due to its metallurgical content, manufacturing process and heat treatment.

MNSTANDARD
H-E Parts range of 14-18% manganese steels that provide a low-cost option for applications where wear rates are relatively low or
where mean time to repair (MTTR) is not a significant factor.
Within each product range, H-E Parts can provide purpose-built modified grades to better suit individual requirements; Super Heavy
Duty, High Toughness or Extended Life.
For most suppliers, selecting the right liner for a specific application is to duplicate the OEM design. If requested, H-E Parts can also
supply OEM equivalent designs; however, H-E Parts innovative approach to liner development has consistently demonstrated that
the correct liner for a given site is one that has been designed specifically for the application.
By adopting a holistic approach and integrating liner management policies with site specific operating and maintenance practices,
crusher liner problems are reduced, freeing up resources for other important jobs and reducing total operating costs.

GYRATORY CRUSHER LINERS
H-E Parts designs and manufactures gyratory concaves in manganese steel and liquid quenched Ni-Cr-Mo steels that have been
proven to provide longer, more consistent life than most common air-quenched concaves, with far less risk of failure that can be
encountered with white irons.
Before manufacturing a gyratory liner set, H-E Parts engineers evaluate each individual application and provide a purpose-built
design that will produce the desired performance across the full concave life, with consistent life and performance from each mantle.
By adopting a site-specific approach, H-E Parts is often able to provide concave life increases more than 50%, without the use of highrisk white irons.
H-E Parts has long been recognized as a pioneer in developing the concept of fully corrugated mantle designs, and in some applications
has been able to achieve decreases in power draw of around 20%, with a similar increase in tonnage. However, this is not a solution
that will suit all users, and, in many cases, a more conventional smooth mantle design will suffice.

INNOVATION
Arguably the most innovative liner supplier in the world.
Some of H-E Parts innovations include:


Flow controlled feed plates and chamber designs.



Power-controlled tertiary cone crusher liners.



Fully corrugated primary crusher mantles.



 igh tonnage / decreased power draw gyratory liner
H
sets.



Self-hardening jaw crusher tooth designs.



Extended chamber gyratory and jaw crusher designs.



F ull range of lifting devices for all cone, jaw, bowl and
gyratory liner applications.

CRUSHER BACKING
H-E Parts offers a range of crusher backing compounds to accommodate temperature extremes and rapid and extended setting
times. This liquid epoxy grout is used for backing crusher parts, grouting machinery, locking bearings, setting anchor points and
chocking of machinery.
H-E Parts supplied crusher backing is the ideal crusher backing for all types of liners, including segment style wear liners, which
are used in large primary gyratory crushers.
The crusher backing range can be supplied in the following varieties;

STANDARD
A high impact crusher backing that has high tensile, compressive strengths and rapid curing times.

EASYPOUR
Easypour has a lower viscosity allowing faster cavity filling.

ACCELERATOR
Decreases curing times dramatically to minimize crusher downtime.

CRUSHER BACKING 57
In hot climates, some products can harden before filling liner cavities properly. Crusher backing 57 has a lower viscosity allowing
faster cavity filling.

LOW SHRINKAGE
Offers a lower shrinkage ratio to decrease cracking in large cavities.

BUSH LOCK
Can be used for all bush locking applications.

LIFTING ASSEMBLIES
FOR CRUSHER LINERS
H-E Parts prides itself on not only providing industry benchmark
crusher liners, but also the safest lifting assemblies for quick, reliable
safety excellence.

CONE CRUSHERS
LOCKLIFT™ MANTLE LIFTING SYSTEM
H-E Parts LockLift™ range of mantle lifters are utilized with H-E Parts
CME™ range of crusher liners to allow the liner to be lifted through
the center hole of the mantle after the head nut is removed. All styles
utilize a jacking arrangement to separate the head and mantle before
lifting, to ensure that a fully controlled lift takes place and that the
lifting gear is not overloaded by lifting the head along with the liner.
Furthermore, LockLift™ assemblies are designed with a wear indicator
to allow technicians to risk assess lifts, and also include a locking pin
to ensure that a physical connection is always maintained between
the mantle and lifting device, to safeguard operation by ensuring the
LockLift™ device cannot disengage prematurely.
H-E Parts has developed a LockLift™ to suit all styles of crushers, with
varied designs between machine styles. A few common machines are
shown on the following page.

JAW CRUSHERS
SAFE-T LIFT™
Developed by H-E Parts, the Safe-T Lift™ is a captive lifter that locates
into a specially cast hole in the jaw. The lifter is inserted into the jaw at
90 degrees to the axis of the jaw, and then turned upwards to lock it
into place. All this can be done without entering the crushing chamber.
The Safe-T Lift™ is designed to allow jaws to hang at the exact jawstock angle, making installation easier and safer.

“H-E PARTS HAS DEVELOPED
THE LOCKLIFT™ TO SUIT ALL
STYLES OF CRUSHERS”

LOCKLIFTS™ TO SUIT OEMCOMPATIBLE CRUSHER
LINERS


Nordberg / Metso HP.



Nordberg / Metso MP.



Cedarapids ElJay.



Allis / Sandvik.



Gyratory lower mantles.



Gyratory upper mantles.



Symons STD.



Symons SHD.



FLSmidth.



Jaques.



Kawasaki.



Trio.



Various other styles.

INNOVATION.
NOT DUPLICATION.™

H-E PARTS, GLOBAL LOCATIONS,
						FOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS.

H-E Parts International replacement parts are compatible with the makes and/or models of the third-party equipment described. H-E Parts International is not an
authorized repair facility of these third parties and it does not have an affiliation with any manufacturers of these third-party products. All brands, original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) part numbers or references are owned by the respective OEM entities or their affiliates. These terms are used by H-E Parts International for
identification and cross reference purposes only and are not intended to indicate affiliation with, or approval by the OEM, of H-E Parts International or its products.
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